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Books of Metatron Collection
1901

the revelation of metatron is a medieval jewish work that claims to have been written in the late 2nd
century ad by rabbi ishmael the high priest it is known by various names including the sepher
hekhalot book of the palaces the 3rd book of enoch and the book of rabbi ishmael the high priest
although its most common name is the revelation of metatron the earliest name for the work was
likely the sepher hekhalot book of the palaces however all copies have been so reworked that it
cannot be known for sure it is clear that rabbi ishmael did not write it and his name which is in
almost every verse was inserted to replace another name that the medieval publisher did not want
associated with the book rabbi ishmael was the author of the book called hekhalot rabbati greater
palaces sometime between 100 and 130 ad and his name was late used as a pseudonym by many
authors of merkabah literature between 200 and 1000 ad several fragments of the ascension of
moses have survived to the present however most of the work is likely lost forever the ascension of
moses is almost certainly the precursor to the revelation of metatron in which rabbi ishmael was
taken up to the sky by metatron the supreme archangel in the ascension of moses it was moses who
was taken up to the sky and metatron played a smaller role although clearly the same role in the
long aramaic revelation of moses which is the closest to revelation of metatron in both the long
aramaic revelation of moses and the revelation of metatron metatron identifies himself as enoch
moses ancestor which connects this clearly heretical jewish work with the older enochian literature in
the other surviving fragments the connection is less clear as is the cosmography of the seven skies
and it is therefore possible that there were several stages of textual development before the version
that was redacted into the revelation of metatron in the revelation of metatron the role of moses has
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been replaced by rabbi ishmael a rabbi who lived in palestine in the late 1st century and early 2nd
century ad however his name was attached to most of the merkabah literature in that circulated in
babylonia during between 400 and 1000 ad and is universally considered to have been used to
replace an earlier name chapter 15b of the revelation of metatron is itself an excerpt from the
ascension of moses which if nothing else proves that the ascension has been viewed as an earlier
copy of the revelation since at least the 1000 ad the latest the revelation was likely to have been
edited significantly the story of samyaza and azazel which like the yiddish ascension of moses is a
yiddish story found among the chronicles of jarahmeel also appears to be a very ancient story
bordering about as close as a jew could get to polytheism without actually crossing that imaginary
line it is included as an appendix as is seems relevant to the question of metatron s origin within
judaism however it is its treatment of astarah that reveals its true age the name is a variation of
asherah who is mentioned many times in the hebrew bible generally in association with ba al her
worship was banned by king josiah in the hebrew book of kings when he banned the worship of ba al
and the armies of the sky hosts of heaven archaeological evidence has proven that jews or possibly
essenes continued to worship asherah until the 6th century bc during the early persians era which is
missing from the talmud s records

Revelation of Metatron
1901

the revelation of metatron is a medieval jewish work that claims to have been written in the late 2nd
century ad by rabbi ishmael the high priest it is known by various names including the sepher
hekhalot book of the palaces the 3rd book of enoch and the book of rabbi ishmael the high priest
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although its most common name is the revelation of metatron the earliest name for the work was
likely the sepher hekhalot book of the palaces however all copies have been so reworked that it
cannot be known for sure it is clear that rabbi ishmael did not write it and his name which is in
almost every verse was inserted to replace another name that the medieval publisher did not want
associated with the book rabbi ishmael was the author of the book called hekhalot rabbati greater
palaces sometime between 100 and 130 ad and his name was late used as a pseudonym by many
authors of merkabah literature between 200 and 1000 ad hekhalot palaces and merkabah flying
chariot are two related forms of jewish literature that developed from the visions from in the
prophetic books such as ezekiel apocalyptic books such as isaiah and the enochian tradition hekhalot
literature which includes books that focus on merkabah such as maaseh merkabah working of the
flying chariot is the term used for works written during the second temple era during the second
jewish roman war merkabah literature was prohibited largely it seems due to the teachings of rabbi
elisha ben abujah more commonly referred to as aher meaning the other after the literature was
banned it went underground and continued to be used in secret resulting in the merkabah flying
chariot literature which itself later gave rise to the kabbalah school of judaism at each stage the
literature became more metaphysical and spiritual resulting in stranger and stranger texts for the
uninitiated much of which can be seen in the various additions and redactions to the revelation of
metatron the contents of the chapters of the ascension of moses that have survived to the present
show that the ascension is an earlier version of the revelation of metatron and the original
protagonist of the story later redacted to rabbi ishmael there are several parallels between the
stories of moses and metatron in the ascension and the stories of ishmael and metatron in the
revelation however the revelation includes several heretical concepts that the original redactor and
author of chapter 16 did not want to ascribe to moses and therefore used the popular merkabah
pseudonym ishmael the date of the original redaction is also difficult to determine as aher is a
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heretic in the talmuds and tosefta and so the derogatory nick name could have been adopted from
the talmud or tosefta at any point nevertheless if the original work was rabbi elisha s aher s sepher
hekhalot it would have likely been redacted before the babylonian talmud s version of the story
which did not bother to name him by that point the text would have been by a generally unknown
author and there would have been no reason to redact his name from it this would place the original
redaction sometime before 450 ad and likely in byzantine palestine

Enoch and Metatron Collection
2020-06-11

the five books of enoch are a collection of books written in semitic languages and often grouped
together as the book of enoch or 1st enoch the books were likely written at different points in time
and different semitic languages the first book was the book of the watchers which is generally
considered to be the oldest book in the collection however the age of the book is debated the book is
now known to have originated long before christianity since the discovery of the dead sea scrolls
however was lost for well over a thousand years to europeans and assumed to be a christian era
work when the europeans rediscovered it in ethiopia the five books of enoch only survive in ge ez
the classical language of ethiopia however do not survive intact and some sections of text do not
survive other books attributed to enoch including the secrets of enoch which is also called the 2nd
book of enoch however is not the same text as the semitic 2nd book of enoch the secrets of enoch
has only survived in the old slavonic language in the balkan peninsula and may be a partial
paraphrase of the book of the watchers another text attributed to enoch is the revelation of
metatron also called the revelation of metatron book of the palaces book of rabbi ishmael the high
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priest or the 3rd book of enoch however is not the same text as the ethiopian 3rd book of enoch or
any section of the semitic books of enoch the revelation of metatron is written as a sequel to the first
five books of enoch and is written from the perspective of enoch in the sky where his angelic name
was metatron the revelation of metatron appears to have been written in hebrew but includes
several greek and latin words that have led scholars to assume the text is a jewish text written in the
christian era the revelation of metatron is a medieval jewish work that claims to have been written in
the late 2nd century ad by rabbi ishmael the high priest it is known by various names including the
sepher hekhalot book of the palaces the 3rd book of enoch and the book of rabbi ishmael the high
priest although its most common name is the revelation of metatron the earliest name for the work
was likely the sepher hekhalot book of the palaces however all copies have been so reworked that it
cannot be known for sure it is clear that rabbi ishmael did not write it and his name which is in
almost every verse was inserted to replace another name that the medieval publisher did not want
associated with the book rabbi ishmael was the author of the book called hekhalot rabbati greater
palaces sometime between 100 and 130 ad and his name was late used as a pseudonym by many
authors of merkabah literature between 200 and 1000 ad

Between Muslim and Jew
2014-07-14

steven wasserstrom undertakes a detailed analysis of the creative symbiosis that existed between
jewish and muslim religious thought in the eighth through tenth centuries wasserstrom brings the
disciplinary approaches of religious studies to bear on questions that have been examined previously
by historians and by specialists in judaism and islam his thematic approach provides an example of
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how difficult questions of influence might be opened up for broader examination in part i trajectories
the author explores early jewish muslim interactions studying such areas as messianism professions
authority and class structure and showing how they were reshaped during the first centuries of islam
part ii constructions looks at influences of judaism on the development of the emerging shi ite
community this is tied to the wider issue of how early muslims conceptualized the jew in part iii
intimacies the author tackles the complex esoteric symbiosis between muslim and jewish theologies
an investigation of the milieu in which jews and muslims interacted sheds new light on their shared
religious imaginings throughout wasserstrom expands on the work of social and political historians to
include symbolic and conceptual aspects of interreligious symbiosis this book will interest scholars of
judaism and islam as well as those who are attracted by the larger issues exposed by its
methodology originally published in 1995 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton
legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Legends of Judaism (Vol. 1-4)
2023-11-15

this is a chronological compilation of aggadah from hundreds of biblical legends in mishnah talmud
and midrash the compilation is synthesized by louis ginzberg a rabbi and a talmudist the narrative is
divided into four main volumes volume i covering the period from the creation to jacob volume ii
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covering the period from joseph to the exodus volume iii covering the period from the exodus to the
death of moses and volume iv covering the period from joshua to esther

The Legends of the Jews (Vol. 1-4)
2023-12-18

the legends of the jews is a chronological compilation of aggadah from hundreds of biblical legends
in mishnah talmud and midrash the compilation is synthesized by louis ginzberg a rabbi and a
talmudist the narrative is divided into four main volumes volume i covering the period from the
creation to jacob volume ii covering the period from joseph to the exodus volume iii covering the
period from the exodus to the death of moses and volume iv covering the period from joshua to
esther

The Legends of the Jews (Complete 4 Volumes)
2022-11-13

the legends of the jews is a chronological compilation of aggadah from hundreds of biblical legends
in mishnah talmud and midrash the compilation is synthesized by louis ginzberg a rabbi and a
talmudist the narrative is divided into four main volumes volume i covering the period from the
creation to jacob volume ii covering the period from joseph to the exodus volume iii covering the
period from the exodus to the death of moses and volume iv covering the period from joshua to
esther
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Temple Portals
2016-07-11

this monograph discusses the zohar the most important book of the kabbalah as a late strata of the
midrashic literature the author concentrates on the expanded biblical stories in the zohar and on its
relationship to the ancient talmudic aggadah the analytical and critical examination of these biblical
themes reveals aspects of continuity and change in the history of the old aggadic story and its way
into the zoharic corpus the detailed description of this literary process also reveals the world of the
authors of the zohar their spiritual distress mystical orientations and self consciousness

The Universal Kabbalah
2004-09-29

this landmark work by an innovative modern kabbalist develops a scientific model for kabbalistic
cosmology and soul psychology derived from the kabbalistic diagram of the tree of life and the
author s own sabbath star diagram this universal model encodes the laws of all cosmic manifestation
giving a mathematical basis to many aspects of this mystical tradition and providing a new synthesis
of science and spirituality that may well write a new chapter to the kabbalah
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The Legends of the Jews
2014-05-22

to this day legends of the jews remains a most remarkable and comprehensive compilation of stories
connected to the hebrew bible it is an indispensable reference on that body of literature known as
midrash the imaginative retelling and elaboration on bible stories in which mythological tales about
demons and magic co exist with moralistic stories about the piety of the patriarchs legends is the
first book to which one turns to learn about the postbiblical understanding of a biblical episode or to
discover the source for biblical legends that cannot be traced directly to the bible it is also the first
place to find the answers to such questions as on what day was abraham born what was moses
physical appearance or what was the name of potiphar s wife launched in 1901 by the jewish
publication society the original project began as a single volume of 1 000 pages but grew much
larger by 1938 when the seventh volume containing the indexes was finally published louis ginzberg
was 28 years old when henrietta szold secretary of the society prepared the contract for what was
conceived as a small popular volume on jewish legends as the scion of two distinguished rabbinical
families ginzberg studied in the great lithuanian yeshivot of telz and slobodka later he received his
secular education at strassburg and heidelberg universities this combination of religious and secular
learning enabled him to pursue with great passion the wide ranging roots of jewish legend ginzberg
believed that jewish legend was both earlier and greater than what was represented in the talmud
and midrashic collections the primary rabbinic sources and so he scoured jewish christian islamic
and oriental sources to rediscover the fine threads of jewish legend the result was a masterpiece a
single coherent collection of legends that follows the biblical narrative accompanied by detailed
notes that reveal a complex subtext of often intersecting and multi layered levels of influence
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borrowed notions and interpretive commentaries

Collected Works of Enoch the Prophet
2022-09-19

the 120 book holy bible and apocrypha is the largest scripture and apocryphal collection ever
published featuring all 54 books of the 2022 edition of the complete apocrypha and all 66 books of
the holy bible it s the new literal easy to read definitive collection of christian and jewish non gnostic
scriptures and apocryphal books all 39 books of the old testament 27 books of the new testament
and 54 books of the apocrypha pseudepigrapha and apostolic fathers all revised and retranslated
into a clean literal and easy to read translation the complete lsv collection this is the largest and
most comprehensive collection of non gnostic scriptures and apocryphal books ever produced
featuring easy navigation with an inline table of contents in addition to the ncx view as well as quick
chapter jumps at the beginning of each book the 54 included apocryphal works contain
approximately 90 as much material as the standard 66 books of the holy bible includes the catholic
and orthodox deuterocanon material all three of the books of enoch jasher jubilees the aramaic book
of giants the testaments apocalypses pseudepigrapha new testament era works the apostolic fathers
and more utilization of the transliterated tetragrammaton in the old testament all uppercase lord is
used in the new testament and apocrypha when a reference to yhwh is likely the literal standard
version lsv is a modern translation that stays true to the original manuscripts the google play version
features easy navigation with a built in table of contents in addition to the ncx view use the ncx view
inline table of contents or quick chapter links in each book to jump between any of the 2 655
chapters this collection includes all 66 books of the holy bible as well as tobit judith wisdom sirach 1
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4 baruch 1 4 maccabees apocryphal esther apocryphal psalms apocryphal daniel including azariah
susanna and bel and the dragon 1 2 esdras prayer of manasseh testaments of the twelve patriarchs
jubilees 1 3 enoch book of giants from the dss jasher life of adam and eve book of creation
testament of abraham testament of isaac testament of jacob ladder of jacob joseph and asenath
testament of job testament of moses testament of solomon psalms of solomon lives of the prophets
words of gad the seer ascension of isaiah revelation of abraham revelation of elijah revelation of
zephaniah apocryphon of ezekiel epistle of aristeas didache revelation of peter epistle of barnabas 3
corinthians 1 2 clement seven epistles of ignatius epistle of polycarp to the philippians martyrdom of
polycarp epistle of mathetes to diognetus the shepherd of hermas odes of peace apology of aristides
and additional apocryphal fragments this collection is published by covenant press the publishing
arm of the covenant christian coalition

The 120-Book Holy Bible and Apocrypha Collection
2022-05-31

the 2022 edition of the complete apocrypha is finally here it s the new literal easy to read definitive
collection of christian and jewish apocryphal books greatly expanding on the 2018 1 bestseller and it
s been freshly updated and revised this is the only modern translation of the complete collection of
deuterocanonical books known popularly as the apocrypha but now further expanded from the 17
books in the 2018 edition to 54 the literal standard version lsv is a modern translation that stays true
to the original manuscripts the digital version features easy navigation with a built in table of
contents to easily and quickly jump between any of the 1 466 chapters the complete 54 book
apocrypha offers a staggering 90 as much material as the canonical 66 books of the holy bible the
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complete 54 book apocrypha includes tobit judith wisdom sirach 1 4 baruch 1 4 maccabees
apocryphal esther apocryphal psalms apocryphal daniel including azariah susanna and bel and the
dragon 1 2 esdras prayer of manasseh testaments of the twelve patriarchs jubilees 1 3 enoch book
of giants from the dss jasher life of adam and eve book of creation testament of abraham testament
of isaac testament of jacob ladder of jacob joseph and asenath testament of job testament of moses
testament of solomon psalms of solomon lives of the prophets words of gad the seer ascension of
isaiah revelation of abraham revelation of elijah revelation of zephaniah apocryphon of ezekiel
epistle of aristeas didache revelation of peter epistle of barnabas 3 corinthians 1 2 clement seven
epistles of ignatius epistle of polycarp to the philippians martyrdom of polycarp epistle of mathetes
to diognetus the shepherd of hermas odes of peace apology of aristides and additional apocryphal
fragments this collection is published by covenant press the publishing arm of the covenant christian
coalition all of the books from the 2018 edition plus dozens more all revised and retranslated into a
clean literal and easy to read translation part of the lsv collection this is the largest and most
comprehensive collection of non gnostic apocryphal books ever produced

The Complete 54-Book Apocrypha
2015-12-22

the universe is not the fruit of a series of random chaotic and blind events rather nature is the
manifestation of a work full of intelligent science and wisdom always faithful to and constant with
itself in the search for the original authentic universe only the great science of alchemy founded on
the principle that everything works as a whole in close unity and is all subdued to the same forces of
equilibrium or disequilibrium in origin has the power to expose the multiple faces of life and death in
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equilibrium author josué roussel diligently explores the basis of the principle of universal equilibrium
this progressive study refines our perceptions in identifying the nature of balance and imbalance in
the universe rather than being based on an intuitive inspiration the science of alchemy exclusively
provides an interpretation of the dual forces of good and evil with truth emblazoned on one side and
illusion on another this science of the absolute establishes a close association between the physical
world and the invisible world nothing is random since every single phenomenon we see and feel
means something is there truth in spiritual revelation and how can we make sense of all this this
innovative approach to both science and spirituality through alchemy will ultimately serve as the
cornerstone of a series of works related to various themes associated with universal sciences
building the philosopher s stone becomes the ultimate lever of alchemy and its breakthroughs will be
demystified like never before

Equilibrium
2023-12-01

louis ginzberg s the legends of the jews vol 1 is a thorough and influential study some stories are
brutal and weird while others creep up on you and draw you in slowly because the title character is
so indulgent readers are forced to keep reading to find out what happens next this historical book is
a wonderful compilation of concepts that have been condensed into a single draft for readers of all
ages to read this multi volume series contains a plethora of jewish folklore myths and stories
spanning the centuries from the beginning of recorded history to the conclusion of the biblical era
vol 1 bible times and characters from creation to jacob goes into the oldest stories in the hebrew
bible this edition of the legends of the jews vol 1 is both current and legible with an eye catching
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new cover and professionally typeset copy ginzberg meticulously weaves together a diverse range of
materials including talmudic and midrashic literature to recreate and build on old testament
episodes his literature provides readers with a strong understanding of the cultural and religious
roots of jewish traditions as well as insights into the moral ethical and theological components of
these stories

The Legends Of The Jews Vol. 1
2006-04-01

the masterpiece of one of the preeminent talmudic scholars of the 20th century the multivolume
legends of the jews gathers together stories from the talmud the midrash the bible and oral
traditions also known as the haggada and offers them in chronological order volume i first published
in 1909 features tales of the creation of the world the birth of cain and noah the birth of abraham
and the birth of esau and jacob the favorite of abraham a work of brilliant erudition and deep
devotion this is an invaluable collection of religious lore american rabbi louis ginzberg 1873 1953
founded the american academy of jewish research and was a prolific contributor to the jewish
encyclopedia

The Legends of the Jews - Vol. I: From the Creation to Jacob
2006-12-27

from tales of adam moses and other biblical figures to the fall of lucifer and the quarrel of the sun
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and moon an anthology of jewish myth presents seven hundred key stories and through extensive
commentary places them in context with the literature of the world

The Legends of the Jews Volume 1
1998

never before available in paperback louis ginzberg s landmark seven volume the legends of the jews
assembles the many elaborations and embellishments of biblical stories that flourished in the
centuries following the bible s own creation ginzberg devoted most of his life to gathering these
legends from their original sources written in hebrew greek latin syrian aramaic ethiopic arabic
persian and old slavic and reproducing them completely accurately and vividly he presents them in
their traditional biblical sequence and reconciles the sometimes contradictory versions of the same
stories found in different sources in addition to four volumes of the legends themselves the legends
of the jews includes two indispensable volumes of notes which provide the sources for every legend
as well as a comprehensive index to the people places and motifs found in the legends and their
sources

Tree of Souls
2023-07-24

the book represents an in depth investigation of acquisition cultivation and transmission of divine
mysteries in jewish apocalyptic and mystical accounts by focusing on the developments found in
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early enochic writings these accounts deal both with revelations unveiled by god and angels to the
patriarch enoch and with illicit transmission of divine knowledge by the rogue group of the fallen
angels known as the watchers orlov argues that the map of otherworldly knowledge revealed to
enoch inversely mirrors the map of illicit revelations given by the fallen watchers to humankind the
study suggests that one of the possible objectives for the parallelism is that by revealing to enoch
the same divine mysteries that were earlier transmitted by the watchers god attempts to mitigate
the corruption caused by the fallen angels illicit instructions this book will be of interest not only for
scholars specializing in historical and religious areas but also for experts in the fields of anthropology
philosophy sociology psychology and gender theory it discusses several aspects of early and late
jewish religious epistemologies that elucidate the ideological context for the construction and
affirmation of social roles and identities in various jewish milieus

The Legends of the Jews: From the Creation to Jacob
2010-09-23

with its broad selection from written and oral sources leaves from the garden of eden is a landmark
collection representing the full range of jewish folklore from the talmud to the present jacket

Divine Mysteries in the Enochic Tradition
1991-12-12

tales of terror and the supernatural hold an honored position in the jewish folkloric tradition howard
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schwartz has superbly translated and retold fifty of the best of these folktales gathered from
countless sources ranging from the ancient middle east to twelfth century germany and later eastern
european oral tradition these captivating stories include jewish variants of the pandora and
persephone myths

Leaves from the Garden of Eden
2023-12-07

the prophet and scribe janoj is an important character in history not only hebrew being as an
announcer and scribe who left a record of the cosmic order explaining mysteries both on earth and
outside of it known as enoch henoch henoch janok or hanoc his original hebrew name is written with
the letters jet nun vav and caf meaning calm or placid this name is associated with the form janun
clement merciful although three hanoch are mentioned throughout the bible genesis 5 18 24 speaks
of the genealogies of adam where this individual enters as son of yared jared and father of several
stems among which metushelaj methuselah stands out although several of these manuscripts of his
authorship were rescued only in the ethiopian bible janoj is known from other sources who was
janoch he was a proto hebrew scribe son of jared son of mahalaleel son of kainan son of enos son of
set son of adam adam that is the seventh after adam he wrote a large number of books as he
himself expresses and others he had his descendants write and he bequeathed them to his children
so that they would pass them from generation to generation among these i have tried to compile as
much as possible and tried to translate literally from the hebrew what is relevant such as verses that
are easy to be misunderstood all this i have done to make the study of this fabulous content that has
been given to us more comfortable
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Lilith's Cave
2012-01-01

the book of enoch is an ancient hebrew apocalyptic religious text ascribed by tradition to enoch the
great grandfather of noah enoch contains unique material on the origins of demons and nephilim
why some angels fell from heaven an explanation of why the genesis flood was morally necessary
and prophetic exposition of the thousand year reign of the messiah the older sections mainly in the
book of the watchers of the text are estimated to date from about 300 200 bc and the latest part
book of parables probably to 100 bc

The Bible of Henoch
2007-01-09

this is a translation by dr edward hammond the first book of enoch was lost for centuries to the
western world although it was kept by the ethiopian church in 1773 the scottish explorer james
bruce heard that the book of enoch may have been in ethiopia so traveled there and procured three
copies in 1821 richard laurence a professor of hebrew at oxford produced the first english translation
fragments of ten enoch manuscripts were found among the dead sea scrolls it is quoted by new
testament book of jude this book contains all sections of the first book of enoch the book of the
watchers the book of parables of enoch the astronomical book the book of dream visions the epistle
of enoch it is of particular interest to anyone with an interest in angels and demons or bible history in
general the books of enoch the complete set also contains 2 enoch also known as the slavonic enoch
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or the secrets of enoch and contains the extended version and 3 enoch also known as the hebrew
book of enoch

The Better Angels
2021-06-29

for anyone who has ever wondered just what an angel is here you will find everything you could wish
to know about angels and angelic beings and their attributes

The Books of Enoch
2002-04

this is a new translation of all three books of enoch with extensive commentary many of the book of
enoch books available are in fact public domain the r h charles version of 1917 which means that
they can be given away to anyone for free by anyone this book is not one of those what is the
problem with public domain versions they are full of errors as they are around 100 years old and out
dated scholarship sure they might be cheap but most of the information is wrong world renowned
scholar dr a nyland has a doctorate in ancient languages and word meaning she was a college
professor at the university of new england australia lecturing in ancient languages she has appeared
on television and radio numerous times speaking about ancient languages and ancient peoples these
days many non translators some of whom actually claim to be translators sell the public domain
version of 1917 by r h charles both as is and also disguised by slight rewording as a commercial
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venture this version reflects the knowledge of the book of enoch as it was back in 1917 great
advances have been made since then this all 3 books of enoch is a new 2010 and easy to read
translation by ancient languages scholar dr a nyland and is not the 1917 r h charles public domain
translation of the book of enoch the book of enoch is of importance to theosophy and mysticism this
book is an easy to read translation with cross references copious background notes and notes this
new translation by dr a nyland contains all 3 books of enoch 1 1 book of enoch also called the
ethiopic book of enoch 2 2 book of enoch also called the slavonic book of enoch the secrets of enoch
also contains the extended version of 2 the book of enoch the exaltation of melchizedek 3 3 book of
enoch also called the hebrew book of enoch the books of enoch are of interest to a wide audience
theosophy mysticism 1 book of enoch tells of the watchers a class of angel who taught humans
weapons spell potions root cuttings astrology astronomy and alchemy the watchers also had sex
with human women and produced the nephilim for this they were imprisoned and cast into tartarus
this is also mentioned in the new testament in 2 book of enoch two angels take enoch through the 7
heavens this volume contains the extended version of 2 book of enoch the exaltation of melchizedek
in 3 book of enoch enoch ascends to heaven and is transformed into the angel metatron this is about
the merkabah and is of interest to those who study mysticism and magic and to kabbalists people
interested in theosophy or mysticism will find this book invaluable as will rosicrucians

All Three Books of Enoch
2023-11-14

this ground breaking and provocative book presents new and astonishing interpretations of ancient
history mythology and world religions that will call many established beliefs into question in gateway
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of the gods author craig hines invites readers to reconsider preconceived notions concerning biblical
theology in light of recent scientific discoveries and inquiries concerning the nature of the universe
this fascinating exploration reveals a number of ideas that have been suppressed and obscured
behind layers of symbolism and misguided propaganda for thousands of years until now why is it
that so many world cultures share details of an event when fallen angels descended upon the earth
and fathered hybrid offspring called the nephilim is it possible that these beings used gateway
technology housed within pyramids and holy temples to travel between the heavenly and earthly
realms do the latest advances in theoretical physics lend credibility to the idea that otherworldly
beings might reside in dimensions parallel to our own do the recorded voices of the dead known as
electronic voice phenomena evp indicate that we may be able to communicate with these other
realms was a secret message embedded within ancient texts that could only be revealed after we
have attained the knowledge and technology necessary to understand it does this message offer a
solution to the approaching environmental disaster that scientists warn will be more devastating to
human civilization than any others in recorded history drawing from a variety of historical sources
and years of meticulous research the author weaves together a compelling argument involving a
range of seemingly disparate topics that when considered together formulate a radically new
narrative concerning the history and destiny of the human race

The Watkins Dictionary of Angels
2023-11-22

lucifer is opening hellgates and letting the seven deadly sins out of hell and upon the earth god has
sent azrael and abaddon to send them back and save the world from hell on earth their journey will
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take them across the world and even other dimensions they will face the darkest and wickedest
demons gods and demigods they will gain new companions along their way as well as gaining new
powers and god weapons along with ancient artifacts of great power their angel brothers help when
they can but it s up to azrael and abaddon to persevere and lock the seven deadly sins and lucifer
back into hell will they win the war or will they fall in battle from heaven to hell and everything in
between with an array of characters traveling all around the world and even to other dimensions
good and evil come head to head there s something for everyone packed with action and suspense a
thrill ride for sure

Complete Books of Enoch: All Three: New Translation with
Extensive Commentary
2023-12-22

the merciful rebuke satan the short stories and searing vision of howard riell is a collection of 59
eclectic off beat startlingly original short stories they vary to an amazing degree from variations on
biblical and even shakespearean texts to parody pathos drama and outright slapstick comedy some
will make readers laugh out loud others cry still others freeze in terror among the tales riell spins a
demon rises from the murky depths of hell and vows to please his master by killing a saintly rabbi a
pair of renowned hasidic rebbes try a bit too hard to impress the prophet elijah when they encounter
him on the side of a lonely country road an old woman s lifetime of anguish ends with a single
horrifying scream a man comes face to face with the crushing realization that he must finally
acknowledge the daughter he s never met a man attains wisdom and the power of prophecy in the
final moments of his life amid a rush hour crowd on the new york city subway the still hidden
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messiah pens some of his most intimate thoughts world famous psychic detective harvey noodleman
fights the farces of evil in a quintet of wacky stories

Gateway of the Gods
2016-06-10

this meticulously edited collection contains the essential books of the jewish faith the most sacred
text of judaism history books as well as philosophical and theological writings concerning jewish faith
contents religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism torah
bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by
ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of
zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the
standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union
haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars flavius
josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of
the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the
perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen

The Book of Azrael
2023-11-22

digicat present this meticulously edited collection of the most sacred texts of judaism as well as
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most important historical and theological books about the jewish faith content religious texts tanakh
the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew five
books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by ancient judaic authorities
the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of zohar the sepher ha zohar
zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the standard prayer book the
authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union haggadah jewish text
that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars flavius josephus antiquities of
the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of the jews louis ginzberg
philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the perplexed moses
maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen

The Merciful Rebuke Satan
1820

this meticulously edited collection contains the essential books of the jewish faith the most sacred
text of judaism history books as well as philosophical and theological writings concerning jewish faith
contents religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism torah
bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by
ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of
zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the
standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union
haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars flavius
josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of
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the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide for the
perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen

The Sacred Books of Judaism
1994-10

patricia crone s collected studies in three volumes brings together a number of her published
unpublished and revised writings on near eastern and islamic history arranged around three distinct
but interconnected themes volume 3 islam the ancient near east and varieties of godlessness places
the rise of islam in the context of the ancient near east and investigates sceptical and subversive
ideas in the islamic world volume 1 the qurʾānic pagans and related matters pursues the
reconstruction of the religious environment in which islam arose and develops an intertextual
approach to studying the qurʾānic religious milieu volume 2 the iranian reception of islam the non
traditionalist strands examines the reception of pre islamic legacies in islam above all that of the
iranians the qurʾānic pagans and related matters the iranian reception of islam the non traditionalist
strands

Judaism: Sacred Texts, History, Theology & Philosophy
2012-11

digicat presents to you this unique religious collection containing the sacred texts of judaism history
books and theological writings judaism is an ethnic religion comprising the collective religious
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cultural and legal tradition and civilization of the jewish people considered to be the expression of
the covenant that god established with the children of israel it encompasses a wide body of texts
practices and theological positions the torah is part of the larger text known as the tanakh or the
hebrew bible and supplemental oral tradition represented by later texts such as the midrash and the
talmud contents religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central text of rabbinic judaism
torah bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical
exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah unveiled translations and commentaries of the
books of zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur
the standard prayer book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the
union haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish wars
flavius josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the
legends of the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari kuzari judah halevi the guide
for the perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen

Jewish Essential Books
1909

in the midst of the remarkable revival of interest and belief in angels comes this handsomely
illustrated reference work the fruit of 16 years of research in talmudic gnostic cabalistic apocalyptic
patristic and legendary texts a wacky and wonderful compendium of angelic lore time illustrations
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Islam, the Ancient Near East and Varieties of Godlessness

armageddon has come angels and demons have erupted onto earth s surface battling for domination
alisha grace witnesses this battle and she like so many others expects the angels to win it soon
becomes apparent however that the demon forces have powers beyond belief as gabriel s angelic
forces lose armageddon rai is a fallen angel leading the fight with his demon allies commander
krillion and captain zara are leaders in the seraphim force and although their armies have lost to
lucifer s demonic legions they will not give up but there is much more to this endgame battle than
meets the eye even demons have history and rai will soon discover on which side he truly belongs in
the meantime israfil the angel of judgement day receives a new vision as hell covers the earth in its
dark genesis israfil senses the building of a new team that will fight the evil ones a demon a girl from
earth warriors of the seraphim and a being brought forth from purgatory will fight on the same side
and only time will tell if they will be victorious or if hope will be lost and darkness will rule the world
for all eternity

The Holy Books of Judaism

The Christian Doctrines of the Trinity, and Incarnation
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Considered and Maintained on the Principles of Judaism

Dictionary of Angels

The Fallen

Bible times and characters from the creation to Jacob
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